Agenda
ACI Committee 224 – Cracking

2015 Fall Meeting
Denver Sheraton Downtown, Director's Row I
Sunday, November 8, 2015
2:30 pm – 5:00 pm

1. Call to Order and Welcome

2. Introduction of Members and Guests

3. Update on Membership Status

4. Approval of Meeting Minutes from the Kansas City Meeting, April 12, 2015.

5. 224R-01 “Control of Cracking in Concrete Structures”
   a. Chapter 6 Ballot Results and Resolution of Negatives – Leistikow
   b. Chapter 9 Ballot Results and Resolution of Negatives – Duntemann and Rogalla
   c. Revision Update – Lim and West

6. 224.3R-95 “Joints in Concrete Construction” – West and Bice
   a. Revision Update

7. Re-approval of ACI 224.1R-07 Causes, Evaluation, and Repair of Cracks in Concrete Structures

8. Technical Sessions
   a. Cracking and Durability in Sustainable Concretes (Co-sponsored by ACI 130)
      - Bice and Leistikow

9. Discussion of Cracking Terminology - Barlow
   a. Moving/non-moving cracks and passive/active cracks

10. Adjourn